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About This Game

One Hit KO is a fast-paced, single-player, 2-button fighting game that pays homage to classic martial arts video games and
movies.

Press left to hit left, press right to hit right, but be careful, if you miss it´s over! One Hit KO is a simple game about pure skill,
reflexes and concentration.

As you keep playing new enemy types are introduced and the game quickly becomes frantic and exhilarating. You'll fall many
times before reaching the end, and that's ok because the game frequently rewards you with one of the 24 unlockable characters

to keep you motivated.

Features:

References to the 80's and 90's world of martial arts.

Unlock 24 playable characters as you improve your high score (cosmetic, no gameplay changes).

Learn to defeat 8 enemy types (+1 final boss).

One long level with 7 random scene changes (cosmetic, no gameplay changes).
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Only one (secret) power-up to aid you, your skills and reflexes are what matters.
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Title: One Hit KO
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Three Frog Studios
Publisher:
Three Frog Studios
Release Date: 5 Apr, 2017
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T H I S G A M E I S A W E S O M E !!! *

* If you have 2 controllers and a friend to play with.. It is an interesting game with a lot of promise, however the current state of
the game is a buggy nightmare that is unplayable mess. Development is slow going however patches are forth coming. The devs
refuse to release patchnotes for anything short of a major feature release, so you will never know if the bugs that drove you
away were fixed.. So I had a chance to play this on a Free weekend, and although it's not a greatly in depth tycoon simulator, I
thoroughly enjoyed it. If you’re looking for a fun fast food tycoon game you won’t be disappointed.. OMG !! 1 move per 72 hr
??? see you tomorrow.. Basic version lacks too much, it looks like a false advertisement when you watch a vid and decide to try
it. You only get very basic creation tool set, nothing to adjust what you have created, rendering app completely useless. The
story is fantastic, the art is great, the music is great. I check the page every couple weeks hoping there's more to play because I
enjoyed the first section so much.. Beautiful artwork and music mixed with fairly easy puzzles and a storyline that may tug at
your heartstrings. However, the ending is less than desirable making the game not worth the $19.99.. Massive amounts of
potential with this one. The art is amazing, the gameplay is pretty solid and the story could go in some really interesting
directions. I'm really excited to see where this goes.. Worth $1.... not really. This game seems to work flawlessly. Flying the
millenium falcon in the final death star missions were fun.
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Right, how basic can this get? Just kidding, that was just my first impression. The game is actually way better than you'd expect.
Sure, the dialogue is on level with a children's book, but at least there were coherent sentences and basically no grammatical
errors. So if that didn't peak my interest, then what did? Well, the game is quite fluid and professional, besides some pacing and
transitional issues. Opening/intro video?(check) full voicing, lip synching, facial expressions, and body
movements/language?(quadruple check) alternative styles?(you betcha) appropriate soundtrack?(check check checkaroo)
finally, clear purpose or premise?(pretty much, it's hard to ignore, though I guess you could skip it if you really don't care) I
thought this was another parody or satire visual novel, but it's actually sincere and you can come out learning a thing or two if
you so desire. (I still judge the parts that I found out to be serious. You should be able to identify what I'm referring to). Best
smartphone game of all time. Waiting for the other 3 2 - Card Thief & Miracle Merchant.. It could be fun, but, in the final
analysis it is just too clunky. The game interface is very difficult to use and the "On screen" instructions are misleading. You are
sent to screens with instructions that cannot be accomplished.. This game is homeworld. If you want to give this game a chance,
accept that. Other than that, it is a very good game. It has it's flaws, all games do, but on the whole, it's very good. It has a very
fleshed out story that works with the game. And keep in mind, this is one guy. If he can do this by himself, imaging what he
could do with a team of people.
Pros:
It's homeworld
Unique idea
Procedually generated map
Meaningful discisions that have an effect on what you do later
3 different shipsets to use
Quick/useful tutorial
Cons:
It's homeworld
Slow camera controls
AI can get annoying
. This Game is a gem!
It is beatuiful, fun and unique, everything you want from an indie game.
Don't let the 'early acess' fool you, the game is stable since like 2k16. Ihis just means that the story and gameplay will continue
somewhen. I'm looking forward to it!

Playtime right now is between 15-25 hours, depending on how much you care for every last secret. Btw: There's no grinding
(just a bit of running/flying around if you don't manage your inventory and plan ahead --> needs portal bluescripts). you may
take my life, but you'll never take my freedom!!!. This is a fantastic imaginative game that shows the innocence of a child.
Creepy at times, but not so much that it is overwhelming.. This is a terrible port of the game but some generous fellow has
posted a drag and drop fix in the community guides that fixes the issues, Love this game though part of my childhood.
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